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Consultants Specification

The fire alarm and detection system should incorporate the use of voice-enhanced sounders. The voice-enhanced sounders

will have the ability to produce up to seven messages using only one pair of wires per circuit and will be fully synchronised.

The sounder circuit should have the ability to be monitored for both open-circuit and short-circuit fault conditions using

conventional end-of-line monitoring devices.

The voice-enhanced sounders should have a low current consumption, typically 20mA, and when required, be installed within

a deep weatherproof base to IP66.

The sounders should be approved to EN 54-3 and the system meet the appropriate requirements of BS 5839 Part 1 and

BS 5939 Part 8.

The Fire-Cryer Plus voice enhanced sounder has

been developed to counteract the ever-increasing

problem of audible alarms being ignored. It

eliminates any potential confusion by combining

the normal sounder signal with a clear and

unambiguous voice message.

The Fire-Cryer Plus products require no special

wiring and can be retrofitted to existing

installations. They are fully synchronised and have

an exceptionally low current consumption.

Use as a replacement for electronic sounders or

bells to broadcast a clear message for any

situation - evacuation, chemical spills, access

message, security or general information.

®

®

®

®

Where pre-alarm, test and other supplementary

messages are required up to seven different

messages can be programmed into the sounders

from a library of hundreds - with foreign language

and bespoke messages also available. The

Fire-Cryer Plus’ clarity and high sound output

using the existing 2-wire installation offers

unmatched flexibility and ease of use.

With the introduction of a Fire-Cryer Plus multi

message switching PCB each message can then

be triggered using a variety of inputs.

The need to cater for the broad range of fire

protection requirements has led to an extensive

English and foreign language message library

encompassing a huge diversity of evacuation,

alert, test and all clear messages.

“Fire! Fire!

Please leave the

building now”
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Applications

The obvious choice for any installation where the fire alarm

requires verification by voice, the Fire-Cryer Plus lends itself

to an extremely wide range of applications. Typical examples

include:

Most shopping centres have large voice evacuation systems

incorporated within the PA system in public areas - but what

about the individual units?  The Fire-Cryer Plus can ease

confusion for the public by instructing them in a concise and

intelligible manner what emergency action should be taken.

Night-clubs, concert halls and other entertainment venues

can often be noisy and dark. Fire-Cryer Plus can be utilised

in conjunction with a pre-alarm such as strobes or a coded

message to staff and trained personnel followed by a clear

and non-panic inducing evacuation instruction.

®

®

®

Shopping Centres

Places of Public Entertainment

Museums & Galleries

Areas of Mass Transit

The public is characteristically reticent to evacuate on hearing

an evacuation signal. This fact makes voice a vital

enhancement to the fire alarm system in public buildings such

as museums.

The mass evacuation of an airport or railway station due to a

false alarm is every facility manager's nightmare. The use of

coded messages and time-out function in the Fire-Cryer

Plus enables a period of verification prior to general

evacuation.

®

Case Study: Odeon Cinemas

Fire-Cryer multi-message voice sounders are being

used by Odeon Cinemas nationwide to ensure that

members of the public are not confused by conventional

alarm sounders in the event of an evacuation.

Standard, Midi and Maxi Fire-Cryers have been installed

in numerous Odeon cinema complexes throughout the

UK. Maxi Fire-Cryers , with their high-power 116 dB(A)

output, are typically positioned behind the screens

providing wide coverage for the seating areas. In other

areas of the cinema complexes, standard and Midi Fire-

Cryers have been seamlessly integrated with the fire

alarm system.

One of the main attractions of the Fire-Cryer for use in

applications such as cinema refurbishments is the easy

upgrade from the

original sounder

circuits, as often the

existing wiring can be

re-used. The units can

be fully synchronised

and have a low

current consumption

allowing simple

replacement of

existing sounders and

bells.

®

®

®

®

®

Case Study: London Underground

No-one in the Fire industry can doubt the commitment

over the past decade of London Underground to

improve its Fire Alarm systems. They have not only

introduced leading-edge detection systems but have

probably the greatest challenge in evacuation terms.

Whilst below ground they have found the need for fully

integrated centralised

systems, in their above-

ground responsibilities

they have found that voice

enhanced sounders meet

their criteria.

The use of coded

messages, as a pre-alarm

to staff to take up

positions and investigate

an alarm immediately

without initially alerting

passengers, was a pre-

requisite of the first

installation of Fire-Cryers

for London Underground.

®
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Applications

Education
The advantage of using multi-message voice sounders in

educational establishments is that traditional fire alarms can

be mixed with everyday messages such as class change. It is

common practice for schools to use the fire bells or sounders

to announce class changes with the potential for confusion

during a fire or routine test.

Industrial
The Fire-Cryer Plus Range incorporates small, base-

mounted sounders as well as larger horn loudspeakers such

as the Maxi Fire-Cryer . The large sounders lend themselves

perfectly to industrial applications.

®

®

Case Study: Oasis Academy

Oasis Academy Wintringham has installed over 230 Fire-

Cryer voice sounders to ensure safe evacuation in the

event of an incident.

The majority of the voice

sounders are Mini Fire-

Cryers , which fit

discreetly beneath the fire

detector bases. This

means that they are very

easy to install and create

an overall detector/voice

sounder combination

with a very low profile.

®

®

Case Study: Rolls Royce

Fire-Cryer has been employed in the historic Rolls

Royce Barnoldswick factory to solve a critical alarm

problem caused by the confusion of beeps and tones

heard on site. Fire-Cryer now allows staff to easily

differentiate between the general fire/evacuation alarm

and the life-critical acid spill/extractor fan failure alarms.

A combination of standard, Midi and Maxi Fire-Cryers

in a special hi-visibility yellow finish were supplied. This

allowed a fully switchable multi-message system to be

interfaced with the existing sounder loops on site.

®

®

®

Commercial Buildings
As a 'distributed amplifier' system, Fire-Cryers negate the

need for large racks of amplifiers and high voltage cabling as

used in standard PA/VA systems. Fire-Cryers are installed on

conventional sounder circuits meaning that 7-message voice

systems are equally suitable for small and large commercial

applications requiring several hundred sounders.

®

®

Case Study: Bridgewater Place

The tallest building

in the North,

Bridgewater Place,

Leeds, has installed

over 300 Mini

Fire-Cryer voice

sounders.

Bridgewater Place comprises over 23,000 sq. ft. of office

space located side-by-side with 200 high-rise

apartments, retail outlets and leisure facilities in a

prestigious development. The Mini Fire-Cryers have

been installed in all office accommodation, providing

building-wide voice evacuation in the event of a fire.

®

®

Healthcare
Pre-recorded voice messages are proven to be an extremely

effective means of broadcasting evacuation signals thanks to

the lack of panic or emotion sometimes present in live

announcements.

Clear messaging is vital to safe phased evacuation. Seven pre-

recorded messages facilitate phased evacuation in complex

buildings such as hospitals.
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The Fire-Cryer Plus family

broadcasts 7 user-defined

messages with 4 compatible

products all synchronised on

just 2 wires.

®

�

�

�

�

7 user-definable messages from a library of hundreds

Any language accommodated

Voice message controller makes manual message switching easy

Scalable interfaces for complex systems

Product Overview

This voice/strobe combination allows the user to

define which of the seven messages are

accompanied by the flashing strobe. The strobe

is not intended to be the primary source of

alarm and a such has not been assessed for

compliance to EN 54-23.

Fire-Cryer Plus - EN 54-3 Approved
®

�

�

�

�

�

�

Sound output - 100 dB(A)

Optional integral strobe - red lens with red LED

or clear lens with dual white and amber LEDs

Low current - average 20 mA

No special wiring, easily retro-fitted

Fully synchronised over multi-zones

Deep base version available to IP66

Slimline base sounder for discreet mounting

under fire detectors. Cover plate available for

wall mounting.

Mini Fire-Cryer Plus - EN 54-3 Approved
®

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Sound output - 90 dB(A)

Ultra-Slim base sounder to fit industry-standard

detectors

Omni-directional sound output

Choice of colour to match detectors

Installer-friendly connections

Suitable for ceiling or wall mounting

Optional front plate for stand-alone use
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Product Overview

High-powered voice sounders designed for

less hospitable environments such as

industrial applications, large open spaces

like warehouses and factories, and areas of

public gathering or transit.

Midi & Maxi Fire-Cryer Plus
®

�

�

�

�

High output up to 116 dBA

Rugged and weatherproof enclosures

Low current - average 100 mA

Ideally suited for open areas and noisy environments

CRYER
�

FIRE
PLUS
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Voice Messages

With extended memory and an

ever-growing message library,

the Fire-Cryer Plus is suitable

for many diverse applications.

The new message switching

PCB will accept inputs from

many types of different control

equipment, manual inputs and

program contacts:

®

Evacuate, alert

and test

Panic Alarm Class Change Bomb Alert

Here is an example of a typical 7-message configuration:

Evacuate: Fire, Fire, please leave the building.

Alert: This is a fire alert, await further instructions.

Bomb Alert: This is a security alert, please keep away from windows.

Test: This is a system test, no action required.

All Clear: All clear, all clear, no further action required.

Panic Alarm: Urgent assistance required in reception area.

Class Change: This is a class change announcement.

With 7 messages on one sounder, there is plenty of scope for other types of messaging:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

”

With up to three

monitored inputs, crucial

messages such as bomb

alerts and panic buttons

can be relied on to work

at the critical moment.

”

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Security Announcements

Intruder Alerts

Gas leakage and sensing alarms

Extinguishing gas release warning

Water Leakage Alarm

Hazardous area warnings

Fire door closing warnings

Industrial safety applications

Case Study: Multilingual Messaging

High-output Maxi Fire-Cryer voice sounders have been used to solve a

challenging voice evacuation project at St. James Wholesale Market in the

heart of Bradford. Multi-message voice sounders were identified as

significant safety enhancements in the event of an incident at the market.

However, justifiable concerns were raised on the question of how to

clearly and unambiguously communicate evacuation or emergency

messages to those workers whose first language is not English. The market

is housed in a large warehouse-type building which is open on two sides.

Therefore sounders that were loud enough to be heard over the hubbub

of negotiating traders and delivery vehicles was also of paramount

importance.

A site survey identified that not only were high-output sounders necessary to give the required amount of coverage, but also

dual-lingual messages would need to be used. Many workers at the site have Urdu as their first language so to enhance safety,

Bradford City Council engineers specified dual language sounders. 10 Maxi Fire-Cryers , each with three English-Urdu

messages, were installed to give clear and concise instructions to the workers in the building as to what to do in case of fire or

system test.

®

®
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Multi-Message Control

To use the Fire-Cryer Plus sounders in their multi-message

mode it is necessary to send commands to the sounders to

instruct them which of the seven messages they should

broadcast. This is achieved by introducing the Multi-Message

Switching PCB (MMSP).

The MMSP has developed into a versatile, expandable and

user friendly interface to control up to seven different

messages using just two cores. It is capable of handling 'One

out all out' scenarios as well as phased evacuation or staged

fire alarms.

It is as ideally suited to new compact conventional single

zone builds, complex networked sites with many zones as

well as retrofitting to existing systems. With the addition of

interfaces such as the Hochiki CHQ-DSC and the Apollo

SCC the Fire-Cryer Plus can be successfully installed on

addressable loops.

Each MMSP has two 2 amp sounder circuits which are

monitored by the Fire Alarm Control Panel. The MMSP can

be supplied separately or within enclosures housing the

MMSP with or without a Keypad, Zone Extension PCB (ZEP)

and PSUs – see Voice Message Controllers opposite.

The primary message is usually 'FIRE' or 'EVACUATE' and is

preceded by an alerting tone chosen by the user. The

remaining six messages are known as auxiliary messages as

any of these will be overridden by the primary message.

The MMSP has a number of inputs for switching the auxiliary

messages, either from the keypad (if fitted) or external

inputs, such as a relay, key-switch, IO unit, call point or

similar. Two of the six auxiliary inputs can be configured as

monitored inputs; providing the opportunity to include panic

alarms and terrorist or bomb alerts.

The MMSP is installed between the field sounder circuits and

either directly to the Fire Alarm Control Panel (FACP) or via

a loop interface -  see Figures 1 &  2 opposite.

®

®

Multi Message Switching PCB (MMSP)

Dimensions: 180 x 150 mm

Options

There are a number of software options available at time of

ordering, including:

�

�

�

Pulse recognition to automatically broadcast an 'Alert'

message when the sounder circuits are pulsed at 1 second

on, 1 second off

Timeout for co-incidence alarms

Auto Cancel to automatically broadcast an 'All Clear'

message if the Alert message is cancelled.

A zone extension PCB is also available to seamlessly add an

additional 3 zones  (six sounder circuits). Each zone has two

sounder circuits rated at 2 amps each. With the MMSP this

provides up to 4 zones or 8 sounder circuits with a total load

of 16 amps.

When the ZEP is attached to the MMSP, all messages,

whether fire or auxiliary, are synchronised.

Many MMSPs can be connected together to allow for

synchronisation of the primary message across any number

of zones.

Each MMSP can support one Zone Extension PCB and any

number of MMSPs can be connected together.

Zone Extension PCB (ZEP)

Dimensions: 180 x 150mm
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MMSP Configuration

Figure 1 - Direct Connection to FACP

Figure 2 - Connection via Loop Interface

FACP

PSU

Sounder

Controller

Loop

Interface

I/O

Loop

Interface

MMSP

Loop

FACP

PSU

MMSP
Sounder

Circuits

PSU

Sounder

Circuits

Voice Message Controllers (VMC)

A Voice Message Controller (VMC) is an MMSP packaged in an enclosure

with options for a ZEP, keypad and power supply.

M3

M2

M2 Enclosure - Dimensions 310(h) x 385(w) x 90(d) mm

Part Ref: VMC/**/**/**/**
M2 or M3

00 = No PSU

02 = 2.5 A PSU

05 = 5.25 A PSU (M3 Only)

01= With ZEP

02 = No ZEP

01 = MMSP with Keypad

02 = MMSP no Keypad

M3 Enclosure - Dimensions 520(h) x 385(w) x 110(d) mm
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Installation Drawings
Dimensions (mm)

Midi Fire-Cryer
®

Plus Maxi Fire-Cryer Plus
®
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Overall Dimensions

Standard       Standard       Deep          Deep

Base      Base + Strobe   Base Base + Strobe

A      134.0           134.0          136.5          136.5

B        56.9             59.9            79.6            82.6

C        85.6            85.6 88.0 88.0

60
.2

A

B C

Standard Base Fixings Deep Base Fixings

60.2

22

50

19
.9

C

D

60.4

25

19

50

R2
.5

2

Mini Fire-Cryer
®

Plus

10
2

57.523.9
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Technical Data

Fire-Cryer Plus
®

Model:

Approval

Part Reference:

Operating Voltage:

Current @ 24 V dc

Peak/Avg - Sounder only:

Current @ 24 V dc

Typical: Sounder with low current strobe:

Current @ 24 V dc

Typical: Sounder with high current strobe:

Current @ 24 V dc

Low current strobe only:

Current @ 24 V dc

High current strobe only:

Strobe Output (Low)

Strobe Output (High)

Effective Sound Output (Typical):

- Alert Fast Sweep tone to BS5839

- Voice

Volume Adjustment from minimum

output to maximum output -18dB(A):

Weatherproofing

(IP66 requires Deep Base):

Housing Material

Temperature Range

Colour

Connections

Fire-Cryer Plus
®

EN54-3

V dc

mA

mA

mA

mA

mA

Cd

Cd

dB(A)

dB(A)

dB(A)

-25 °C to +70 °C

FC3/A

20-28

27/20

33/26

52/60

13

32

2

6

100

95

82 to 100

IP45 or IP66

ABS

Red or White

Screw TB 1.5mm²

Mini

EN54-3

V dc

mA

dB(A)

dB(A)

dB(A)

n/a

-10 °C to +55 °C

FC3/C

20-28

27/20

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

90

86

72 to 90

ABS

White or Ivory

Screw TB 1.5mm²

Midi

N/A

FC3/B

20-28

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

110

105

101 to 110

IP44

Aluminium/

Plastic Base

Red

Clamp 2.5mm

V dc

180/100 mA

dB(A)

dB(A)

dB(A)

-25 °C to +70 °C

²

Maxi

N/A

FC3/D

20-28

180/100

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

116

101

107 to 116

IP67

Polyamide

Grey

V dc

mA

dB(A)

dB(A)

dB(A)

-10 °C to +55 °C

Screw TB 1.5mm²

The strobe, if fitted, is not intended as the primary source of alarm and as such has not been assessed for compliance to EN 54-23.
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VIMPEX
Shaping Alarm Technology

We reserve the right to change or amend any design or specification in line

with our policy of continuing development and improvement.

Assessed to ISO 9001

Cert/LPCB ref. 456

Gas Suppression Systems

Fire-Cryer Plus can be seamlessly integrated into any gas suppression

system. Traditionally gas panels have utilised two sounder circuits to give

different tones for 1st, 2nd and 3rd stage extinguishant release warnings.

The result of an ignored message could have hazardous consequences for

the occupiers of the protected room.

The Fire-Cryer Plus switching PCB can be interfaced with extinguishant

control panels to give verbal warning of imminent gas release all on the one

sounder circuit; thereby increasing safety at the same time as saving on

wiring costs.

Typical messages used by the gas Fire-Cryer Plus might be:

®

®

®

�

�

�

�

1st Stage extinguishant release warning

2nd Stage extinguishant release warning

Extinguishant released

Extinguishant release on hold

This combination of messages truly enhances the safety and awareness of

building occupants.

The strobe, if fitted, is not intended as the primary source of alarm and as

such has not been assessed for compliance to EN 54-23.

Schematic

Sounder Outputs

Fire-Cryer
®

EP2 Interface

+24 V dc

Extinguishant Control Panel

(Tyco MZXE/Prescient III

or Only)Kentec XT


